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Hold Harmless Agreement
I, for myself hereby release from liability, waive any rights to sue, furthermore I hold harmless
and indemnify House of Mercy Transformation, Inc., it’s board members, trustees, employees,
volunteers, etc., from all claims or liabilities of any kind arising out of my participation in the
transformation house including but not limited to transportation in the ministry vehicles,
volunteer vehicles, in the house or on the property, or any location we may to such as visiting
another church or other places in the community to volunteer our services from this day forth.

I understand that I am accepting services at my own risk and my physical well-being and my
personal belongings are my own responsibility and will not put myself in situations that I am not
comfortable with as to keep myself and my belongings safe.

I understand that the primary goal of HOMTC is defined in the rights and responsibilities and
have not been made any other promises that are not listed in said rights and responsibilities as far
as the outcome at the completion of participating in the various programs HOMTC may offer. I
understand that any outcomes that may come from participation are just an added bonus of using
said services. I understand the programs are in place to allow me to use resources that I would
possibly not be able to be offered if I were not staying at HOMTC, but I assume responsibility of
the outcome of use of said program and realize that my success after I leave HOMTC is up to me
to continue to pursue my goals.

I also, hereby give permission to the program employees and volunteers to administer or secure
necessary first aid treatment, including emergency medical services for the below named
participant and hereby expressly waive any and all claims of any nature arising from such
treatment.

Print Name: __________________________________________________ Age: __________
Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: __________
Witness: ____________________________________________________________________
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